Fellowship Interventional Skills Assessment: Hip Aspiration under Ultrasound

Fellow:_____________________________

The fellow performed the following actions competently:

Reviewed prior imaging, lab results and clinical history with referring physician and decided on appropriateness of exam. Y N

Determined who would take responsibility for the sample. Y N

Arranged for the aspiration to take place, coordinating sonographer, sedation, supplies Y N

With the patient and parents in the room, conducted a time-out: right patient, right exam. Y N

Explained risks and benefits clearly, obtained informed consent, completed paperwork. Y N

Re-imaged to confirm site of aspiration. Y N

Coordinated actions with the sedation physician. Y N

Assembled sterile field, prepped and draped area. Maintained sterile precautions throughout. Y N

Administered local anesthetic. Y N

Handled transducer, biopsy guide and needle with sufficient skill to hit the intended target. Y N

Fellow pays attention to patient condition and comfort during exam Y N

Withdrew a diagnostic sample. Y N

Cleaned and dressed the wound site. Y N

Disposed of all sharps in correct container. Y N

Disposed of other trash. Y N

Interacted appropriately with patient and parents. Y N

Interacted appropriately with other members of the health care team. Y N

Delivered the sample to the designated recipient. Y N

Images obtained are diagnostic quality and document the exam Y N

Date Completed:_______________________ Faculty evaluator signature:___________________________

I feel confident that I could perform this examination unsupervised.

Fellow signature:________________________